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Data mining techniques have numerous applications in malware detection. Classi
cation method is one of the most popular data
mining techniques. In this paperwe present a datamining classi
cation approach to detectmalware behavior.Weproposed di�erent
classi
cation methods in order to detect malware based on the feature and behavior of each malware. A dynamic analysis method
has been presented for identifying themalware features. A suggested programhas been presented for converting amalware behavior
executive history XML 
le to a suitable WEKA tool input. To illustrate the performance e�ciency as well as training data and
test, we apply the proposed approaches to a real case study data set using WEKA tool. 	e evaluation results demonstrated the
availability of the proposed data mining approach. Also our proposed data mining approach is more e�cient for detecting malware
and behavioral classi
cation of malware can be useful to detect malware in a behavioral antivirus.

1. Introduction

Malicious code is one of the serious threats on the internet
platform that is called malware [1]. Malware is known as a
malicious application that has been obviously considered to
damage the networks and computers [2].	emalware detec-
tion design depends on a signature database [3, 4]. For exam-
ple, a 
le can be examined with comparison of its bytes using
signatures database. If there is an equal speci
cation in the
bytes, the suspicious 
le will be recognized as a malicious 
le
[5, 6]. Some subjects concentrate the signature-based mal-
ware detection less than dependable entirely which cannot
handle the dynamic modi
cation of malware behavior and
cannot identify the hiddenmalware. In contrast, the behavior
based malware detection can 
nd the real behavior of a mali-
cious 
le [7, 8].

	e data mining objectives contain re
ning advertising
abilities, irregular patterns detection, and the upcoming
based experiences prediction [9] which can be in�uenced to
identify the suspicious programs which have a destructive
content for computer systems such as Virus, Worm, and

Trojan [10]. 	e malware word is assigned to [11, 12] as a
destructive 
le. Data mining techniques rely on data sets that
contain some individual con
gurations for themalicious 
les
and benign so�ware to construct the classi
cation methods
for malware detection [13, 14].

Because of the growing malware in the technology, the
knowledge of unknown malware protection is an essential
topic in the malware detection according to the machine
learning methods. Generally, the data mining approaches
speci
ed bothmalicious executable and benign so�ware pro-
grams as set of malware programs in the wild [13, 15, 16]. Usu-
ally, the data mining algorithms can be categorized into two
various forms: supervised and unsupervised learning proce-
dures. 	e supervised learning methods are called classi
ca-
tion algorithms that are needed to the exercise for data set [13,
17]. In contrast, the unsupervised learningmethods are called
clustering algorithms that are attempted to evaluate organiz-
ing data into di�erent clusters [18, 19].

Usually, the malware programs are classi
ed into some
parts such as Worm, Virus, Trojan, Spyware, Backdoor, and
Rootkit [10, 20–22]. 	e base of typical and traditional
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approaches to identify the malware is using signature-based
techniques. In recent years, the disappointment of old meth-
ods in unrecognized malware detection or polymorphic
malicious 
les exasperated researchers and they attempted to
present more dependable approaches for malware detection
with behavior of themalware [23].	eprocedure of detecting
and 
nding malware has been done by two types of analysis:
static analysis and dynamic analysis. In the so�ware analyzing
methods, analyzing without running the codes is called
static analysis which can detect the malicious code and
put it in one of the available collections based on di�erent
learning methods [24]. In the static analysis, malicious 
les
and malware are detected based on binary codes. 	e main
disadvantage of static analysis is unavailability of the source
codes of the program. It is valuable to declare that extracting
binary codes is a relatively complex and complicated work.

In contrast, the dynamic analysis detects malicious codes
according to the runtime behavior [10]. 	e runtime code
analyzing is called dynamic analysis which also denoted
behavior analyzing and observing behavior and system inter-
action [23]. Dynamic analysis mechanism needs to execute
the infested 
les in a virtual machine [21]. Dynamic analysis
can be used with classi
cation and clustering methods to
navigate the increasing volume and range of malware. 	e
malware classi
cation methods help to assign unknown
malware to recognized families [7, 20]. 	erefore, malware
classi
cation is used to 
lter unknown cases and thus
decreases the costs of analysis [8, 25–29].

	e contributions of this paper are included as follows:

(i) Proposing a behavioral analysis mechanism for mal-
ware detection.

(ii) Presenting a converter program for transforming a
malware behavior executive history XML 
le to a
suitable WEKA input.

(iii) Discussing some classi
cation methods on a real case
study of malware.

(iv) Comparing the experimental results such asCorrectly
Classi
ed Instances, mean absolute error, and accu-
rate optimistic ratio in the real data set byWEKA tool.

(v) Testing the best classi
cation method based on the
important features in the malware detection in order
to develop a behavioral antivirus.

	e structure of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2
we have discussed some backgrounds and related works in
the malware detection and data mining techniques. Section 3
depicts the malware behavioral analysis. In this section we
propose a new approach for analyzing the malware behavior
and translating the malicious 
les to data mining 
les by
using a real case study. Also this section describes the
classi
cation and prediction approaches using data mining
platform. 	en, we apply some of the popular classi
cation
methods on our real case study using WEKA tool. 	e
evaluation and experimental results are reported in Section 4.
Section 5 concludes discussion and the future work.

2. Related Works

	is section discusses a brief background and some related
works for malware detection in data mining methods. Firstly,
we review data mining approach brie�y based on classi
ca-
tion methods in malware and other systems. Recently, some
researchers presented the di�erent approaches in malware
analysis. Schultz et al. [30] proposed a dataminingmethod to
recognize the newmalicious 
les in runtime execution.	eir
method was based on three types of DLL calls such as the
list of DLLs used by the binary; the list of DLL function calls;
and number of di�erent system calls used within each DLL.
Also they examine byte orders extracted from the hex-dump
(a hexadecimal schema of computer data) of an executable 
le
using signature methods. 	e main structure of this method
is based on Naive-Bayes (NB) algorithm.	ey compared the
experimental results by traditional signature-based methods.

Also Kolter and Maloof [31] presented a data mining
approach and �-gram analysis to identify malicious exe-
cutable 
les based on signature approach. 	ey presented
a hex-dump utility for translating each executable 
le to
hexadecimal code in an ASCII format. 	eir main data set
consisted of the clean programs and the malicious programs.
	ey analyzed the proposed approach by some popular
classi
cationmethods such as instance-based learner, TFIDF,
Naive-Bayes, support vectormachines, decision tree, boosted
Naive-Bayes, and boosted decision tree. In the other research,
Siddiqui et al. [32] proposed data mining techniques for
recognition some malware programs such as Worms. 	ey
considered variable length instruction sequence for their
approach. 	eir main data set includes some Windows 
les
andWorms. As experimental results, sequence reduction was
executed, 97% of the sequences were removed, and random
forest decision tree model was performed slightly better than
the others.

Also some research work presented the data mining
methodologies for di�erent approach. For example, in [33]
the researchers presented various data mining methods that
have been developed for cancer diagnosis. Consequently,
this research focused on captivating the clinical information
which can be found without surgery to exchange the pathol-
ogy report. 	ey used to discover the association between
the clinical information and the pathology report in order
to maintain lung cancer pathologic staging diagnosis using
data mining techniques. In the other research [1, 34], the
authors proposed a data mining approach to analyze the
students careers. 	eir approach is based on clustering and
sequential methods with the aim of categorizing strategies
for re
ning the performance of the exams scheduling and
students. 	ey analyzed a real case study using �-mean
cluster techniques in WEKA tool. Likewise [26] presented a
new data mining method for the problem of detecting the
phishing websites using a developed associative classi
cation
method called multilabel classi
er that generates multiple
labels rules. 	ey analyzed the experimental results by var-
ious patterns in WEKA so�ware. Also the researchers in
[35] analyzed the several decision tree models to classify
patients of the hospital surveillance data as a real case study.
	e experimental results of their analysis showed that their
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Figure 1: 	e behavioral analysis of malware detection mechanism.

approach improved identical dissemination of instances in
each class. Other related work [36] used a neurofuzzy data
mining approach for classi
cation of generalized bell-shaped
membership functions.	ey applied the proposed technique
to ten real standard data sets from the UCI machine learning
repository for classi
cation using Kappa statistic. 	ey simu-
lated proposed technique in MATLAB. Also some researches
focused on the other approaches that consist of the host
behavior classi
cation methods [37–40]. For example, [29]
presented a novel managed discretization technique for ana-
lyzing multivariate time series which uses frequent temporal
patterns as features for classi
cation of time chain for geared
near improvement of classi
cation correctness. 	is paper
used temporal abstraction classi
cation approach and time
intervals mining for the presented multivariate time series.
Also [38] presented novel Arti
cial Neural Networks (ANN)
basedmechanism for discovering the computerWorms based
on the behavioral computer events. According to estimation
of di�erent parameters of the infected computers, the ANN,
decision tree, and �-nearest neighbors classi
cation tech-
niques are compared. 	e other research is [41] where the
authors presented computer measurements extracted mech-
anism for identifying unknown computer Worm activity in
the operating system using support vector approaches. 	is
paper separates a series of trials to check the new technique
by retaining several computer con
guration activities.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no any approach
that analyzes the malware behavior in data mining platform
exactly and also there is no any approach to convert malware
behavior XML executive history 
le to a suitable WEKA tool
input. Our approach can be used in base of a behavioral
antivirus. For improving this defect, we present a new
approach to translate a malicious 
le to the data mining
platform. 	en we consider some classi
cation methods for
evaluating our approach based on malware behavior.

Figure 2: A snapshot of XML convertor to nonsparse matrix.

3. Malware Behavior Analysis

In this section, we proposed a malware behavioral analysis
mechanism as shown in Figure 1. In this mechanism, a XML

le of malware behavior executive history will be converted
to a nonsparse matrix using a suggested application. 	is
application is producedwithVB.Net language. Figure 2 shows
a snapshot of XML convertor to a nonsparse matrix using
our suggested application. 	e procedure of converting each
XML 
le to a suitable WEKA input includes two elements:
the number of library 
le calls which are attacked bymalware
and their volume. For example, in Box 1 the XML library 
le
ntdll.dll has been called 16 times by the malware which are
between (0, 2).	en, we translate this matrix toWEKA input
data set. 	e training methods will be proceeded by some
classi
cation algorithms. Each classi
cation that has best
performance will be chosen for test platform by new data set
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<?xml version=“1.0” ?>
-<!- -
	is analysis was created by CWSandbox (c) CWSE GmbH/Sunbelt So�ware
- ->
<analysis cwsversion=“2.1.12” time=“08.08.2009 05:22:19”

le=“c:\260589951029048b3e6d93316b3c2507”
md5=“260589951029048b3e6d93316b3c2507”
sha1=“0089453df77890ae95ce7d9130a4ef85eaea36e8”
logpath=“c:\cwsandbox\log\260589951029048b3e6d93316b3c2507\run 1\”
analysisid=“647702” sampleid=“431657”>
<calltree>
<process call index=“1” pid=“1940”

lename=“c:\260589951029048b3e6d93316b3c2507” starttime=“00:01.922”
startreason=“AnalysisTarget”>
<calltree>
<process call index=“2” pid=“2084” 
lename=“C:\Programme\Internet

Explorer\iexplore.exe” starttime=“00:05.343” startreason=“CreateProcess” />
</calltree>
</process call>
<process call index=“3” pid=“948”


lename=“C:\WINDOWS\system32\svchost.exe” starttime=“00:07.062”
startreason=“DCOMService” />
</calltree>
<processes>
<process index=“1” pid=“1940”

lename=“c:\260589951029048b3e6d93316b3c2507” 
lesize=“761856”
md5=“260589951029048b3e6d93316b3c2507”
sha1=“0089453df77890ae95ce7d9130a4ef85eaea36e8” username=“Administrator”
parentindex=“0” starttime=“00:01.922” terminationtime=“00:07.484”
startreason=“AnalysisTarget” terminationreason=“NormalTermination”
executionstatus=“OK” applicationtype=“Win32Application”>
<dll handling section>
<load image 
lename=“c:\260589951029048b3e6d93316b3c2507” successful=“1”

address=“$400000” end address=“$4C1000” size=“790528” />
<load dll 
lename=“C:\WINDOWS\system32\ntdll.dll” successful=“1”

address=“$7C910000” end address=“$7C9C9000” size=“757760” quantity=“16”/>
<load dll 
lename=“C:\WINDOWS\system32\kernel32.dll” successful=“1”

address=“$7C800000” end address=“$7C908000” size=“1081344” quantity=“2” />
<load dll 
lename=“C:\WINDOWS\system32\gdi32.dll” successful=“1”

address=“$77EF0000” end address=“$77F39000” size=“299008” quantity=“2” />
<load dll 
lename=“C:\WINDOWS\system32\USER32.dll” successful=“1”

address=“$7E360000” end address=“$7E3F1000” size=“593920” quantity=“2” />
</dll handling section>
<
lesystem section>

Box 1: A sample part of XML 
le contains a malware behavior.

malware. Finally, this procedure can be used for developing a
behavioral antivirus. For describing the behavioral model of
malware we should download the XML 
le which is available
in PIL (http://dws.informatik.uni-mannheim.de) as an XML

le [38–40]. We use 7155 XML 
les as data set 1 and data set
2. Our 
rst data set contains 4024 XML 
le and data set 2 has
3131 XML 
les too. Data set 1 has 89 properties and data set 2
has 91 properties for each malware.

	en, we convert this XML 
le to a nonsparse matrix by
using our suggested program.	e nonsparse matrix includes
two numbers: the 
rst number shows the number of proper-
ties and the second number shows their importance.	e 
rst
row of this matrix is shown as follows:

(0 1.068, 2 0.534, 8 0.534, 11 0.534, 12 0.534, 23 0.534, 32
0.534, 33 0.534, 35 0.534, 36 0.534, 40 0.534, 45 1.068,
46 1.603, 47 1.068, 48 1.068, 49 1.068, 50 1.068, 51 1.068,
52 1.068, 53 1.068, 54 2.137, 55 1.068, 56 0.534, 57 1.068,
58 2.137, 61 0.534, 62 0.534, 63 2.137, 65 0.534, 66 0.534,
73 1.603, 83 22, 84 16, 85 4, 86 8, 87 6, 88 T1).

	e last number of this row is 88 T1 that shows the kind of
malware.

Finally we analyze the executive history of malware in
WEKA environment. 	e malware executive history can be
developed by some applications such as SandBox tool and
virtual machine for safe execution of malware in computer
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@RELATION TEST 
le name
@ATTRIBUTE dll1 numeric property
@ATTRIBUTE dll2 numeric property
@ATTRIBUTE dll3 numeric property
@ATTRIBUTE dll4 numeric property
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . property
@ATTRIBUTE param88 numeric property
@ATTRIBUTE class Answer - property
@DATA
0 1.068, 2 0.534, 8 0.534, 11 0.534, 12 0.534, 23 0.534, 32 0.534, 33 0.534, 35 . . . . . . . . ..

Box 2: An example of standard form for WEKA input.

systems and preventing malware spread [28, 38–41]. 	e
XML 
le includes useful information such as system library

les calls, creating, searching, and change of 
les, modifying
registry, main processes information, creating the mutex (a
mutex is an application object which permits the multiple
program threads to share the same resource), modifying
virtual memory, sending email, registry operations, and
switches communications. By using the suggested program
all of the information is read and saved as a nonsparsematrix.

Now, thematrix has been converted to a standard form of
WEKA tool input as .ar� 
le for data set 1 and data set 2.	is
standard form is shown in Box 2.

3.1. Classi�cation and Prediction Approaches. 	is section
describes the classi
cation methods in two real case studies
as data set 1 and data set 2. At 
rst, we analyze the datamining
result on data set 1 and data set 2 by WEKA classi
cation
algorithms. For specifying the performance of classi
cation
methods in WEKA, we describe some e�ective features
brie�y [27]. 	e Correctly Classi
ed Instances (CCI) depict
the test cases percentages that were correctly classi
ed. Also
the Incorrectly Classi
ed Instances (ICI) represent the test
cases percentages that were incorrectly classi
ed.

	e relative absolute error (RAE) is quali
ed to a simple
predictor error which is objective for the typical real values.
In the RAE, the error is only the total absolute error rather
than the total squared error.

De�nition 1. A relative absolute error is a 3-tuple RAE� =
(�(�,�), ��,�) in formula (1), where �(�,�) is the value predicted
by the individual program � for sample case � (out of � sample
cases); �� is the objective value for sample case �; and � is
given by the following formulas

RAE� =
∑��=1





�(�,�) − ��







∑��=1





�� − �






, (1)

� = 1�
�
∑
�=1
��. (2)

Also themean absolute error (MAE) shows themean average
greatness of the errors in a set of predictions, without allowing
for their course.	eMAEdepicts the correctness of incessant

variables in prediction procedure. 	e MAE speci
es and
veri
es an average on the absolute values between forecast
and the corresponding statement. 	e MAE is a linear score
which means that all the individual di�erences are weighted
equally in the average [42–44].

De�nition 2. A mean absolute error is a 2-tuple MAE� =
(��, �) in formula (3), where �� is the prediction of value and
� is the true value. 	is feature speci
es the average error in
the classi
cation procedure in

MAE� =
1
�
�
∑
�=1
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 . (3)

Also we can measure the classi
ers pro
ciency using a
true optimistic ratio (TOR), where NC is the number of
correctly detected malware programs and NI is the number
of incorrectly detected malware programs in (4). 	e AOR
creates the cost of estimated classi
cation that is signi
cant
to setting the cost of malware classi
cation [45]:

TOR = NC

NC +NI . (4)

Also there are two error rates for measuring the classi
cation
performance. 	e False Acceptance Rate (FAR) is the ratio
of the number of test cases that are incorrectly accepted by
a given model to the total number of cases. 	is means that
this ratio shows the percentage of invalid inputs which are
incorrectly accepted. 	e False Rejection Rate (FRR) is the
ratio of the number of test cases that are incorrectly rejected
by a given model to the total number of cases. 	is means
that this ratio shows the percentage of valid inputs which
are incorrectly rejected [46]. By using these factors we can
calculate the Total Error Rate (TER) as follows [47]:

TER = FAR + FRR
NC +NI . (5)

In the classi
cation process, we use NaiveBayse, BayseNet,
IB1, J48, and classi
cation via regression algorithms. 	e
NaiveBayes and BayesNet are a probabilistic learning algo-
rithms based on supervised learning method which require
a small number of training data to estimate the constraints.
	e IB1 data mining algorithm is based on lazy approaches.
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Table 1: 	e statistical analysis of data set 1 for speci
ed classi
cation methods.

Algorithms

Results

Correctly
Classi
ed
Instances
Number, %

Incorrectly
Classi
ed
Instances
Number, %

Mean
absolute error

Relative
absolute error

Kappa
statistic

Root mean
squared error

Root relative
squared error

Total number
of instances

NaiveBayes
1107,

27.5099%
2917,

72.4901%
0.0069 90.0871% 0.2526 0.0754 122.8107% 4024

BayesNet
2662,

66.1531%
1362,

33.8469%
0.0032 42.4047% 0.5979 0.0479 78.1282% 4024

IB1
2802,

69.6322%
1222,

30.3678%
0.0028 37.2325% 0.6199 0.0533 86.8274% 4024

J48
2908,

72.2664%
1116, 27.7336% 0.0032 41.6312% 0.6379 0.0454 73.9957% 4024

Regression
3051,

75.8201%
973, 24.1799% 0.0011 21.0201% 0.6859 0.0392 63.9686% 4024

SVM
2251,

64.1571%
1773,

35.8429%
0.0039 42.0019% 0.5743 0.4758 84.9596% 4024

Also J48 data mining algorithm is based on decision tree
methods. Finally, classi
cation via regression algorithm is
based on Meta approach that is the new approach in data
mining methods. In other words regression analysis is a
statistical method which is used to achieve data analysis.
Regression is applied with correlation analysis usually. 	e
correlation analysis evaluates the association degree between
two quantitative data sets [37]. For example, Figure 3 shows
the classi
cation result of NaiveBayse algorithm in WEKA
tool.	e following section describes the experimental results
of classi
cation algorithms inWEKA. Some e�ective features
such as Correctly Classi
ed Instances, Incorrectly Classi
ed
Instances, mean absolute error, and relative absolute error
are compared with each other in order to achieve the best
classi
cation algorithm for developing a behavioral antivirus.

4. Experimental Results and Discussion

In this section, we implemented our approach using WEKA
tool. We use a system by Intel Core i3 2.13 GHz CPU, 4GB
RAM, for the classi
cation methods. 	is analysis has been
done by some classi
cation algorithms such as NaiveBayse,
BayseNet, IB1, J48, System Vector Machine (SVM), and
logistic regression method. We compared performance of
classi
cation methods in two malware data sets.

In Tables 1 and 2, the statistical analysis of data sets 1
and 2 is speci
ed for proposed classi
cation methods. 	e
compared factors in the classi
cation methods are Correctly
Classi
ed Instances, Incorrectly Classi
ed Instances, Kappa
statistic, mean absolute error, relative absolute error, root
mean squared error, and root relative squared error. In this
comparison, we show that the classi
cation via regression
method has best performance in malware detection. For
example, in data set 1, the number of correctly classi
ed
malware programs is 3051 from total 4024malware programs.
Also in data set 2, the number of correctly classi
ed malware
programs is 3069 from total 3131 malware programs.

Figure 3: 	e snapshot of NaiveBayse classi
cation algorithm in
WEKA.

According to Tables 1 and 2, the percentage of Correctly
Classi
ed Instances of the logistic regression algorithm is
higher than the other classi
cation methods in each of data
sets 1 and 2. Also the percentage of Incorrectly Classi
ed
Instances of the logistic regression algorithm is lower than the
other classi
cation methods in each of data sets 1 and 2.

A�er data mining process, we test a new malware case
by the regression classi
cation algorithm. 100 binarymalware
programs are downloaded from NetLux (http://vxheaven.org/)
and we analyzed their behaviors by using CW-Sandbox tool
and we get its XML 
le [38]. 	en, we add these 100 malware
programs to the new data set and compute the quality of their
classi
cation as true optimistic ratio. As we expect, by classi-

cation via regression 88 malware programs are detected. So
we can use the classi
cation via regression to develop a behav-
aioral antivirus.
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Table 2: 	e statistical analysis of data set 2 for speci
ed classi
cation methods.

Algorithms

Results

Correctly
Classi
ed
Instances
Number, %

Incorrectly
Classi
ed
Instances
Number, %

Mean
absolute error

Relative
absolute error

Kappa
statistic

Root mean
squared error

Root relative
squared error

Total number
of instances

NaiveBayes
2678,

85.5318%
453,

14.4682%
0.012 15.3329% 0.8459 0.1026 51.8792% 3131

BayesNet
2874,

91.7918%
257, 8.2082% 0.0073 9.3575% 0.9127 0.0747 37.7504% 3131

IB1
3028,

96.7103%
103, 3.2897% 0.0027 3.5032% 0.965 0.0524 26.472% 3131

J48
3008,

96.0715%
123, 3.9285% 0.0043 5.5353% 0.9581 0.0527 26.652% 3131

Regression 3069, 98.321% 62, 1.679% 0.0021 2.2102% 0.9578 0.0543 27.4333% 3131

SVM
1698,

54.2319%
1433,

45.7681%
0.0046 5.7993% 0.5011 0.1942 98.1954 3131
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Figure 4: 	e true optimistic ratio for the classi
cations test in the
new data set.

Figure 4 depicts the true optimistic ratio percentage for
malware detection in the new data sets. 	e true optimistic
ratio percentage of regressionmethod is higher than the other
classi
cation methods in the new data set.

A�er testing our new case study by 100 malware pro-
grams, Table 3 describes a statistical result for the False
Acceptance Rate (FAR) number of cases and the False
Rejection Rate (FRR) number of cases. Of course, there are
some platforms such as STAC (http://tec.citius.usc.es/stac/)
[48] for statistical comparison of the tested algorithms. But
we use theWEKA tool for statistical and experimental results
for our data sets.

According to Table 3, there is no valid input which
is incorrectly rejected using our approach by regression
method. Also NaiveBayes method rejected 6 valid inputs
incorrectly.

Also in this test case we 
nd one FAR incorrectly accepted
as a malware. So, Figure 5 shows the Total Error Rate (TER)
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Figure 5: 	e Total Error Rate (TER) for the classi
cations test in
the new data set.

Table 3:	e statistical analysis of the FAR and FRR number of cases
in the new test case study.

Algorithms

Statistical analysis

Number of
FAR cases

Number of
FRR cases

Total number
of instances

NaiveBayes 5 6 100

BayesNet 4 2 100

IB1 2 1 100

J48 3 2 100

Regression 1 0 100

SVM 3 2 100

for our new test case using our approach by the regression
method.
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5. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed a new datamining approach based
on classi
cationmethodologies for detectingmalware behav-
ior. Firstly, a malware behavior executive history XML 
le is
converted to a nonsparse matrix using our suggested applica-
tion.	en, thismatrixwas translated toWEKA input data set.
To illustrate the performance e�ciency, we applied the pro-
posed approaches to a real case study data set using WEKA
tool. 	e training methods proceeded using some classi
ca-
tion algorithms such as NaiveBayse, BayseNet, IB1, J48, and
regression algorithms. 	e regression classi
cation method
had best performance for classi
cation of malware detection.
Also we analyzed the new data set by the regression classi
ca-
tion method. 	e evaluation results demonstrated the avail-
ability of the proposed data mining approach. Also our pro-
posed data mining mechanism is more e�cient for detecting
malware. By notice to the experimental results, classi
cation
ofmalware behavioral features can be a convenientmethod in
developing a behavioral antivirus. In the future work, we will
try to develop and analyze a real behavioral antivirus platform
based on classi
cation via regression algorithm.
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